My reward chart

Name: ____________________________
This sticker chart is designed to be used as an encouragement for children to behave well, or for learning to do something. The first page is the chart which you write your child’s name on and stick where they can see it. Use the balls on this page to stick on each circle as your child behaves accordingly or achieves a goal (such as eats their veges at dinner). It works great if you print this sheet out on sticky paper.

Write down the behaviours that you want to see your child using on the blank spaces provided down the left side of the circles. This maybe using manners, no crying, cleaning teeth, picking up toys etc. Once your child completes the chart by filling it with stickers you can give them a reward of their choice such as an icecream, going to a special park for a play, a new toy or whatever you would like. Use the reward as incentive to work hard to fill the chart.